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Young people browse the Internet in a cybercafe in Abidjan in August 2009. Laws regulating cybercrimes must
target individuals and not society as a whole, an IT specialist told an Internet governance forum at the Egyptian
resort of Sharm elSheikh on Tuesday.

Laws regulating cybercrimes must target individuals and not society as a whole, an IT
specialist told an Internet governance forum at the Egyptian resort of Sharm elSheikh
on Tuesday.
Gisele Da Silva Craveiro from the University of Sao Paolo in Brazil said the broad
nature of cyberlegislation leaves it open to abuse by authorities.
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"Definitions for cybercrimes can be so broad as to fit everything... leaving the laws
open to inappropriate use by authorities such as monitoring citizens," Craveiro told
AFP on the sidelines of the Fourth Meeting of the Internet Governance Forum in
Egypt.
"Technicians need to communicate with lawyers to come up with more efficient
legislation so that society doesn't end up paying the price for too broad a legislation,"
she said.
Craveiro was speaking at a session entitled Developing Comprehensive Cybercrime
Legislation organised by the Council of Europe at the Red Sea meeting.
"Legal frameworks should take into acount the rights of users and the role of the
private sector on the one hand, and security concerns on the other," the Council of
Europe said in a statement.
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While broad legislation can mean the potential for misuse, targeting specific offences
means having to regularly update laws to catch up with the meteoric evolution of
cybercrimes, some said.
"You need to have a mix and match addressing specific offences but also taking into
account new technologies and cybercrimes," said Pavan Duggal, Chairman of Cyber
Law and IT Act. Committee in India, where data theft and unauthorised data use is
posing the biggest challenge in cyberspace.
The Council of Europe Convention on Cybercrime is currently the only binding legal
document designed to criminalise computerrelated offences, contentrelated offences
and offences relating to infringement of copyright and associated rights.
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The IGF forum in Egypt has grouped more than 1,500 representatives of government,
civil society, advocacy groups and the private sector from more than 100 countries to
discuss the future of the Internet.
(c) 2009 AFP
Explore further: Legislation on privacy laws a sticky issue
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Legislation on privacy laws a sticky issue

May 18, 2006

Though the federal government's current use of spying techniques has irked many
Americans, statistics from polls show many citizens are willing to give up some privacy
for increased security.

Female sex offenders often have mental problems

Women who commit sexual offences are just as likely to have mental problems or drug
addictions as other violent female criminals. This according to the largest study ever
conducted of women convicted of sexual offences in ...
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(AP)  Kazakh lawmakers have approved Internet legislation that media rights activists
say will limit freedom of speech in the Central Asian nation.

Legislation restricting Internet access

Ever been told a movie is a heartpounding thriller that'll have you on
the edge of your seat? Thanks to wearable technology, Hollywood has
the tools to prove it.
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Kazakh lawmakers back restrictive Internet law
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Metamaterialenabled antennas help improve
satellite communications systems January 15,
2016

Smaller, lighter weight, better performing and more multifunctional
miniature antennas with increased performance may be possible using
smart materials, according to Penn State engineers. One particularly
promising application ...
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Will computers ever truly understand what
we're saying?

Ever been told a movie is a heartpounding thriller that'll have you on
the edge of your seat? Thanks to wearable technology, Hollywood
has the tools to prove it.

From Apple's Siri to Honda's robot Asimo, machines seem to be getting
better and better at communicating with humans.

Metamaterialenabled antennas help
improve satellite communications systems

Tesla bulks up on IT talent for 'car of the
future' fight

Smaller, lighter weight, better performing and more multifunctional
miniature antennas with increased performance may be possible
using smart materials, according to Penn State engineers. One
particularly promising application ...

Tesla's swift rise to both create and dominate the luxury allelectric car
market has stunned Detroit.

New battery made of molten metals may
offer lowcost, longlasting storage for the
grid

the electric grid, ...

Tesla software update allows selfparking,
limits speed
Some Tesla Motors vehicles can park themselves without a driver
inside with a software update beamed to customers over the weekend.

A novel rechargeable battery developed at MIT could one day play a
critical role in the massive expansion of solar generation needed to
mitigate climate change by midcentury. Designed to store energy on
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Can car crashes become thing of past?

Secondgeneration biofuels can reduce
emissions, study says

Automakers are imagining a world where nobody dies in car accidents
and they say it is closer than most people think.

Secondgeneration biofuel crops like the perennial grasses
Miscanthus and switchgrass can efficiently meet emission reduction
goals without significantly displacing cropland used for food
production, according to a new study. ...

Global learning is needed to save carbon
capture and storage from being abandoned
Carbon capture and storage, which is considered by many experts as
the only realistic way to dramatically reduce carbon emissions in an
affordable way, has fallen out of favour with private and public sector
funders. Corporations ...
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Auto industry's green push challenged by
low gas prices
Beneath the hoods of the cars showing in Detroit this week lie engines
that are as powerful as ever, but are smaller and, helped by direct
injection, guzzle less gas.
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